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Exercise 1

Let
dSt = µStdt+ σStdWt, S0 = 100; µ, σ ∈ R

be a 1-dimensional Ito process representing a stock under the Black - Scholes model. Set your own sensible
constant interest rate value r and fix a maturity T .

An Asian option is an option whose underlying the average price A of the stock S calculated in a a certain
time span of length δ immediately before expiration. Such an average is typically computed continuously,
i.e.:

AT =
1

δ

∫ T

T−δ
Stdt (1)

Therefore, the payoffs of a call and put Asian options would be:

C(T,K) = (AT −K)+;

P (T,K) = (K −AT )+.

An asian option is a path -dependent financial instruments since its value depends on the whole path of
St in [T − δ, T ], and not just on the value of ST .

(a) Use an Euler scheme for the Black-Scholes model to compute Asian option prices. You can use your
own implementation or the code in the package net.montecarlo.process in the finmath library.
(Hint: Remember that for the continuous averaging we have integral quadrature methods in place)

(b) For a range of stirkes K1, . . . ,Kn, maturities T1, . . . , Tm, take δ = T/4, T/2, 3T/4, T . Fill a spreads-
heet comparing the prices of an Asian option having fixed a certain strike and maturity to the
corresponding Europan option of same parameters. What do you observe? Can you explain the
price relations by just thinking at the payoff structures? (Hint: think how the volatility of the
derivative is impacted by the averaging process)

(c) Assume that your grandmother wants to buy you a present for Christmas; she lets you choose
between an European call option or an Asian call option, both having same strike an maturity.
Which one would you take, and why?

Exercise 2

Let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space endowed with the filtration (Ft)0≤t≤T satisfying the usual assump-
tions. Introduce an (Ft)0≤t≤T -Brownian motion (Wt)0≤t≤T and a continuous adapted stochastic process
(Xt)0≤t≤T which solves the SDE

dXt = (a− bXt)dt+ cXα
t dWt

X0 = x0.

for a, b, c > 0, α ≥ 0.

• Find a set for α for which SDE above admits a unique strong solution.

• Provide the Euler-Maruyama discretisation of the SDE. Can you find a set for α for which the
discretisation converges strongly?



• Compare your conclusion regarding the equation above with the process vt of Exercise sheet 7.
What do you observe? Can you decide if we made a mistake in trying to establish an Euler scheme
for the Heston model?


